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Ken	  Olum	  
Cogito	  ergo	  quid	  est:	  What	  is	  the	  

minimal	  observer?
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Black Holes and Virtual Observers

Almheiri, Marolf, Polchinski & Sully (2013); Harlow & Hayden (2013); R. Neal (2006); Aaronson (2013)
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Firewall paradox:  
Alice performs a certain computation  

then jumps into black hole.

what does she see????

required computation is  
exponentially complex

makes many virtual 
‘Alice’s in computer

strong complementarity:
“no answer required if computation  
is so complicated that performing  

it necessarily summons virtual observers”
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Non Singular Origin of the 
Universe, the cosmological 

constant and DE/DM unification. 
  

Eduardo Guendelman, Ben Gurion 
University,Israel. 

Talk at FQXI BANFF Conference August , 
2016.



The Anthropic Principle (Weinberg) 
versus the approach here

• Is interesting to cite this principle, because it is an 
attempt to connect the existence of the universe as 
we know it, with life in it, with a bound on the 
vacuum energy density of the present universe 
(VEDPU), since a big VEDPU 

   expands the present universe too fast  and will not 
allow galaxy formation and life. 

• Problems with this idea: relies on our un- 
derstanding of life to do this analysis. 

• Question: what if instead of life we talk about 
singularity free universe and what restrictions this 
imposes on the VEDPU?, is this possible?.



Non singular cosmology and its 
relation to vacuum energy density 

Will be discussed in the context of the TWO MEASURES  
THEORY (TMT), taking into account also possible quantum  
corrections due to the zero point fluctuations and we will  
find the remarkable result that a stable, non singular early  
universe, in the framework of the so called EMERGENT  
UNIVERSE SCENARIO is linked to a positive but not too  
big Vacuum Energy Density  for the present universe .  
But similar excercise could be attempted for other theories,  
that is whether the vacuum energy density TODAY is  
constrained by the requirement of absence of singularty AS 
THE UNIVERSE ORIGINATED. The scenario is classically and 

quantum mechanically stable  
 



We introduce 4 scalar fields in  4-D 

Which will play an important geometrical  
role, by the way, other authors have found  
that 4 scalar fields in  4-D can be used to  
define a generally covariant mass term for  
the graviton . A simpler use  of four  
scalars in 4D is to define a new MEASURE. 
Can also define this measure  from  the curl of a  
3 index field, but we will work with the 4 scalars.



The Basic Idea of the Two Measures 
Theory (TMT)





Softly Broken Conformal Invariance, 
simple example









Now we will solve for the scalar







 Effective Potential for Exponential 
forms of U and V (scale invariance)



 Related developments and things 
that I will not cover in this talk

A related development to the Two MeasuresTheory (TMT)  
is the recently studied “Lagrange multiplier gravity” (LMG),  
where a Lagrange multiplier field is introduced so as to  
force some lagrangian to be zero, instead of a constant.  
These two approaches are very much related, just that for  
the “dictionary”, we must incorporate in the LMG the  
constant of integration M into the Lagrangian that is being  
forced to vanish. TMT predates LMG. A very rich subject  
that I will not talk on here concerns  the use of TMT or LMG  
for obtaining dark matter in addition to dark energy. See for  
example my recent paper with Singleton and Yomgram.  
Finally, the unimodular Theory is a special case of TMT:









Potential with 2 flat regions M<0



For M>0, we can get a 
“quintessential inflation” potential



• Another flat region is also obtained for the 
other extreme, the dilaton field goes to plus 
infinity. If the constant of integration M is 
negative, there is a local minimum at zero 
for the effective potential, we will consider 
this theory , but generalized somewhat to 
allow for the effect of zero point fluctuations, 
for this we consider first 



in more details the Einstein frame



























If the coefficient of the R squared 
term is obtained from  radiative 

corrections, which means that it is naturally  
very  big, that would give a very  small range  
for the possible values of the present value  
of the vacuum energy density in a natural  
way , since the upper bound goes as  
1/(the coefficient of the R squared term)



Quantum Stability

There are other models, based on 
spontaneously broken scale invariance , all 
of them with similar features, classically 
stable emergent universe, followed by 
inflation, etc. The question is, what about 
QUANTUM STABILITY?, generically 



A, B and C model dependent









The volume being positive

Which is the third power of a, imposes the 
constraint that a is bounded. The volume not 
being bounded, never mind if we deal with 
Minkowski or Euclidean, tunneling region, 
means that we allow pseudo manifolds into 
the problem. The volume being negative are 
those not plotted in the figure above.





The Hamiltonian constraint



The wheeler de Witt equation



The potentials



Identifying the Emergent Universe



Hard wall against collapse



Effective potential in velocity space



Analysis in velocity space



Potential in velocity space near eq.



Discussion



Other transitions (not to a= 0)



























Other virtues of the model

• The late phase of the universe, with a 
massless scalar field has been shown not to 
have the 5th force problem in these generic 
type of models for matter with densities 
much higher than the vacuum energy 
density (infamous problem of Quintessence 
models). E.G. & A. Kaganovich, Annals of 
Physics, 323:866-882,2008. e-Print: arXiv:
0704.1998 [gr-qc] 



Speculations now: 1. Creating an 
Emergent Universe? 

• One may ask the question: how is it possible to discuss 
the "creation of the universe" in the context of the 
"emergent universe"?. After all, the Emergent Universe 
basic philosophy is that the  universe had a past of infinite 
duration. However, that most simple notion of an 
emergent universe with a past of infinite duration has 
been recently challenged by Mithani and Vilenkin, at least 
in the context of a special  model. They have shown that 
a completle stable emergent universe, although completly 
stable classically, could be unstable under a tunneling 
process to collapse. On the other hand, an emergent 
universe can indeed be created from nothing by a 
tunneling process as well.



2. Emergent universe as 
intermediate state

an emerging universe could last for a long time provided it 
is classically stable, that is where the constraints on the 
cosmological constant for the late universe discussed here 
come in. If it is not stable, the emergent universe will not 
provide us with an appropriate "intermediate state“ 
connecting the creation of the universe with the present 
universe. The existence of this stable intermediate state 
provides in our picture the reason for the universe to prefer 
a very small vacuum energy density at late times, since 
universes that are created, but do not make use of the intermediate 
classically stable emergent universe will almost immediately recollapse, 
so they will not be "selected". Finally, it could be that we arrive to the  
emergent solution not by quantum creation, but just by classical 
evolution from something else, from here we go on to inflation. 



Conclusions 

• Scale invariant Two Measure model with 
curvature square implies dilaton potential 
with two flat regions, one for inflation, other 
for present accelerated universe (e.g. Quint. 
Infl.). 

• Arbitrary CC in Einstein frame controlled by 
non singular and stable  origin of universe, 
implies VEDPU>0 and not big.



If the coefficient of the R squared 
term is obtained from  radiative

corrections, which means that it is naturally  
very  big, that would give a very  small range  
for the possible values of the present value  
of the vacuum energy density in a natural  
way , since the upper bound goes as  
1/(the coefficient of the R squared term) 
• Other features: No fifth force problem, possibility of 

creating Universe gives zero VEDPU=0 as 
threshold point.



Some References
•  The emergent universe: Inflationary cosmology with no singularity. G. F.R. 

Ellis, R.Maartens,  Class.Quant.Grav.21:223-232,2004. e-Print: gr-qc/0211082 . 
• Dynamical measure and field theory models …..E.I. 

Guendelman, A.B.Kaganovich Phys.Rev.D60:065004,1999. e-Print: gr-qc/9905029 .  
• Model Constrained by S.I. : Scale invariance, new inflation and decaying lambda 

terms. E.I. Guendelman,  Mod.Phys.Lett.A14:1043-1052,1999. e-Print: gr-qc/9901017 
• Adding curvature Square and obtaining two flat regions : Inflation and transition to a 

slowly accelerating phase from SSB of scale invariance. E.I.Guendelman, O.Katz, 
  Class.Quant.Grav.20:1715-1728,2003.  e-Print: gr-qc/0211095 

• Using this model plus CC in Einstein frame to get ………Emerging Universe from 
Scale Invariance. S. del Campo, E. I. Guendelman , R. Herrera , P.Labrana,   JCAP 
1006:026,2010.  ePrint: arXiv:1006.5734 [astro-ph.CO]  

• Expresing the results of the above in terms of the energy density of the flat region 
with lower energy density :  Non Singular Origin of the Universe and its Present 
Vacuum Energy Density. E.I. Guendelman,  Int.J.Mod.Phys.A26:2951-2972,2011.  e-
Print: arXiv:1103.1427 [gr-qc] 

http://www.slac.stanford.edu/spires/find/wwwhepau/wwwscan?rawcmd=fin+%22Ellis%2C%20George%20F%2ER%2E%22
http://www.slac.stanford.edu/spires/find/hepnames/wwwhist?lab.id=INSPIRE-00103452
http://www.slac.stanford.edu/spires/find/wwwhepau/wwwscan?rawcmd=fin+%22Guendelman%2C%20E%2EI%2E%22


Classically and Quantum Stable

Emergent Universe from Conservation Laws 
Sergio del Campo, Eduardo Guendelman,  
Ramon Herrera, Pedro Labraña, ArXiv 

1508.03330 gr qc, to appear in JCAP
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Stars in Other Universes Including a 
Solution to the Triple Alpha Fine-

Tuning Problem  

Fred C. Adams  
University of Michigan

  2016 FQ(x) Conference



Our universe could be 
part of a large ensemble 
of other universes, often  
called The Multiverse. 
Laws of physics could  
be different in other  
universes --  are the laws 
of physics fine-tuned for 
our universe to support  
our existence?



``If the laws of physics in 
our universe were just a 
little bit different, than the 
universe could very well 
end up lifeless and devoid 
of 
structure.’’  ???????????
????????



OVERVIEW
⬥Build a stellar model to test this idea 
⬥Define solution space: 4 forces of nature 

reduced to 3 parameters: 
⬥Require working stars, with formation, long 

lifetimes, and hot surfaces 
⬥Require planets to be non-degenerate, hold 

atmospheres, smaller than their stars

Large fraction of this parameter space 
allows for the existence of working stars



Allowed Region of Parameter Space



Lifetime and Temperature Constraints



Planetary Constraints



Combined Constraints



TRIPLE ALPHA PROBLEM
⬥In our universe Be-8 is unstable 
⬥Stars allow small population of Be-8 in NSE 
⬥Carbon made via Be-8 + He-4 à C-12 
⬥Need Hoyle resonance to get reaction fast 

enough to get observed carbon abundance 

If the energy level of the C-12 resonance 
changes too much, stars do not produce 
observed abundance of carbon.



TRIPLE ALPHA SOLUTION
⬥Change in resonance of 100 keV is OK  
⬥Change in resonance of 300 keV leads to less 

carbon than observed (but still some!)  
⬥Be-8 fails to be stable by only 92 keV 

It’s `easier’ to make Be-8 stable than to 
compromise carbon production via triple 
alpha, but a universe with stable Be-8 
does not need the triple alpha process.



H-R Diagram for 2(He-4) à Be-8



Chemical Evolution with Stable Be-8



CONCLUSION

     Stars in other universes are 
  not rare as sometimes claimed: 
  Parameter space for working 
stars spans orders of magnitude.



References

 

F Adams (2008) JCAP, 08010  
F Adams, K Coppess, A Bloch (2015) JCAP, 09030 
F Adams (2016) JCAP, 02042 
F Adams & E Grohs (2016) JCAP, submitted 
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The Universe as a Quantum Gravity condensate

Daniele Oriti - Albert Einstein Institute - Potsdam



Space and time disappear in Quantum Gravity



How do they emerge from non-spatiotemporal QG structures?



atoms ——> fluid   
(coarse graining to global observables)

quantum dynamics (QFT) of atoms and 
microscopic observables (e.g. number 
of particles, individual momenta)

hydrodynamics - dynamics of macroscopic 
variables (density and velocity of fluid) and 
observables (e.g. total momentum)



Quantum Gravity ——> cosmology  
(coarse graining to global observables)

quantum dynamics  
for “atoms of space”    
(non-spatiotemporal, pre-geometric)

(non-linear) effective dynamics of cosmological 
(density) wave function, and macroscopic quantities 
(spatio-temporal, geometric), e.g. total volume

Cosmology as hydrodynamics of Quantum Gravity



Group Field Theory for the atoms of space  
(~LQG, ~ discrete gravity)

Emergent cosmology as hydrodynamics of GFT condensates

generalised Friedmann equations

generic big bounce (within approximations)

simple GFT condensate states as 
continuum homogeneous universes

cosmology from full Quantum Gravity!

S. Gielen, DO, L. Sindoni, PRL, arXiv:1303.3576 [gr-qc]; JHEP, arXiv:1311.1238 [gr-qc]

S. Gielen, ’14-‘16; G. Calcagni, ’14; S. Gielen, DO, ’15; DO, L. Sindoni, E. Wilson-Ewing, ’16; 

M. De Cesare, M. Sakellariadou, ’16; M. De Cesare, A. Pithis, M. Sakellariadou, ‘16

(following same steps as in ordinary BEC)
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Garrett	  Lisi	  
Lie	  Group	  Cosmology
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You can ask me about:
• Emergence of Space & Time in Quantum Gravity 

• Discrete Time and why the universe accelerate 

• Quantum Gravity Phenomenology: 

• predictions from Bouncing Cosmology 

• predictions from Bouncing Black Holes

Francesca Vidotto - Radboud University Nijmegen - The Netherlands



happened = observed
a relational argument

Francesca Vidotto - Radboud University Nijmegen - The Netherlands



Quantum Mechanics

• Measurement: an interaction 
between the observed system  
(a particle, a cat in a box…) and 
the observer (another particle, 
the detector, a scientist…) 

• When is there a measurement?  
For which observer?



The Relational Interpretation

• Democratic metaphysics: all is quantum 

• Primitive Ontology: relations rather then things



Relations need Partitions
• The boundary is arbitrary 

• Observer and Observer are arbitrary





Relations need Partitions
• The boundary is arbitrary 

• Which is the observer is arbitrary



Relations need Partitions
• The boundary is arbitrary 

• Which is the observer is arbitrary





• There is no sense in which things happen, unless there is 
an interaction between two subsystems. 

• There are no subsystems and no relations between them 
unless a partition defining the observer is introduced.

The observer is necessary 
in the sense of a partition of the system

Happening is interacting, and 
the interacting is observing



– Pierre Teilhard De Chardin

"The universe as we know it is a joint product of 
the observer and the observed."
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Objective branch structure from spatial 
redundancy in the wavefunction

C. Jess Riedel (Perimeter Institute)

t
↑

↓

L R ↑

↓



What are the branches in the 
wavefunction?

• Modern, abstract, non-anthropocentric version of the 
preferred basis problem 

• Essentially equivalent to “set selection problem” in 
consistent histories 

• Would remove persistent vagueness from quantum 
mechanics

| i =
X

i,j,k...

| i,j,k...i



What are the branches in the 
wavefunction?

• A solution reduces quantum mechanics to a well-
defined classical stochastic theory 

• Branches give “menu of choices”, each with 
classical interpretation in terms of macroscopic 
configuration

1 2

11 12 21 22 23



Minimal assumptions

• Want to solve without postulating 

• a preferred measurement or observer 

• a preferred system/environment or 

• a preferred set of quasiclassical observables



Minimal assumptions
• Assume just one thing: spatial locality, which 

induces a microscopic tensor structure 

• Just qubits (or qudits) 

• No macroscopic systems needed 

• This gives access to rich structure of multipartite 
entanglement

H =
O
n

E(n)



Key Intuition: Redundancy 
• Classical events/outcomes/observables are recorded 

redundantly on many spatially disjoint region 

• Many observers can access information about 
classical observables separately

O2

O3

O1

O2

O3

O1 }{



Main result
• Shor code shows there can be 

arbitrary redundancy of 
noncommuting information 

• But: as long we require that no 
two records of one observable 
overlap all records of another, then 
all observables are compatible 

• Defines joint classical branch 
decomposition



Main result
• Given a preferred length 

scale, we obtain a 
classicality criterion that 
can be checked on 
individual observables 

• Can immediately 
diagnose as classical 

• No need to check other 
observables

d

d



Many questions now posable
• Do branches only divide, or can they merge? 

• How does the entropy of the branch weights evolve? 

• Can it be related to the Kolmogorov-Sinai entropy? 

• What happens when accessible Hilbert space fills up 
with orthogonal branches? 

• Is this thermalization? 

• Problem of time in cosmology? Clock ambiguity?
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Jonathan	  Halliwell	  
Why	  are	  some	  quantum	  phenomena	  
easily	  classicalized	  and	  some	  not?
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Ian T. Durham

What is a reference frame?



Reading material

• CPT superselection rules: 

  http://arxiv.org/abs/1306.6114 

  http://arxiv.org/abs/1405.2516 

• Contextuality: 

  http://arxiv.org/abs/1409.6643 

• + forthcoming material...

http://arxiv.org/abs/1306.6114
http://arxiv.org/abs/1409.6643
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Sleeping	  Beauty



Context

A	  simple	  world:	  	  agent	  +	  environment.	  

Agent	  state	  a	  includes	  all	  information	  available	  to	  
the	  agent	  at	  a	  given	  time.

Is	  the	  context	  time-‐dependent?	  	  No!	  

The	  agent	  state	  a	  includes	  the	  agent's	  perception	  of	  
time.	  	  The	  context	  C	  expresses	  the	  correlation	  of	  
various	  perceived	  times	  with	  environment	  state.

a

e

Background	  information:	  	  Not	  all	  joint	  states	  "make	  
sense".	  	  States	  are	  restricted	  to	  the	  context	  C.



Eidostate

For	  each	  agent	  state	  a,	  	  

The	  state	  Ea	  corresponds	  to	  the	  agent	  eidostate	  
associated	  with	  memory	  record	  a.	  	  Agent	  may	  also	  
assign	  P(e|a)	  according	  to	  some	  rule.	  

We	  can	  always	  imagine	  that	  P(e|a)	  is	  derived	  from	  a	  
joint	  distribution	  P(a,e)	  =	  P(e|a)	  P(a).	  	  However,	  
the	  agent	  itself	  would	  never	  assign	  an	  a	  priori	  P(a)	  
–	  it	  always	  conditions	  on	  a.

a

?

Ea



The	  Sleeping	  Beauty	  problem
• On	  Sunday,	  SB	  goes	  to	  sleep	  and	  a	  fair	  coin	  is	  flipped.	  

Heads:	  	  SB	  is	  awakened	  both	  Monday	  and	  Tuesday.	  
Tails:	  	  SB	  is	  awakened	  only	  on	  Tuesday.	  

• Each	  time	  SB	  is	  awakened,	  she	  is	  given	  a	  drug	  that	  
erases	  her	  memory	  of	  being	  awakened.	  
• Experiment	  concludes	  on	  Wednesday.

SB	  is	  awakened	  and	  asked,	  "What	  is	  the	  
probability	  that	  the	  coin	  flip	  was	  heads?"	  
What	  should	  she	  answer?

or



Sleeping	  Beauty's	  world
Clock:	  	  T	  =	  0,	  1,	  2,	  ...	  (Sunday,	  Monday,	  Tuesday,	  ...)	  
Coin:	  	  R	  =	  h,	  t	  (heads,	  tails)	  
Sleeping	  Beauty:	  	  S	  =	   b	  (experiment	  begins)	  

	   	   	   s	  (sleeping)	  
	   	   	   a	  (awake)	  
	   	   	   c	  (experiment	  concludes)

Time	  evolution	  E:



Physics	  and	  probabilities
Physics	  can	  provide	  us	  with	  a	  distribution	  over	  initial	  
conditions	  plus	  a	  time	  evolution	  rule	  E.	  	  This	  yields	  
conditional	  distributions	  P(R,	  S	  |	  T	  ).

This	  is	  not	  enough	  to	  give	  a	  joint	  distribution	  P(T,	  R,	  S).
Additional	  principle:	  	  Joint	  distribution	  P(T,	  R,	  S)	  over	  
states	  in	  context	  C	  is	  invariant	  under	  E.



Probability	  over	  time

All	  of	  these	  have	  equal	  probability	  in	  P(T,	  R,	  S).	  	  Thus:



Quantum	  context

Page	  &	  Wootters,	  1982;	  Wootters,	  1984
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What	  exists?	  A	  philosopher’s	  perspective 

Jeremy	  Butterfield	  (Cambridge	  UK)	  
FQXi,	  August	  2016



1.	  Modern	  logic	  and	  philosophy	  makes	  precise	  
‘existence’,	  ‘truth’,	  ‘reality’	  etc.	  But	  it	  leaves	  science	  to	  
determine	  what	  exists,	  and	  which	  theory	  is	  true.	  	  
	  	  
2.	  It	  also	  makes	  precise	  distinctions	  among	  what	  is	  real:	  
‘fundamental’,	  ‘emergent’,	  ‘subjective’,	  ‘objective’	  etc.	  	  	  
	  	  
3.	  Our	  gravitational	  and	  cosmological	  cases	  (black	  hole	  
interiors,	  domains	  in	  a	  multiverse	  etc.)	  are	  questions	  
about	  whether	  such	  are	  real,	  not	  about	  how	  these	  
distinctions	  classify	  them.	  	  

4.	  Our	  other	  cases	  are	  readily	  classified	  by	  the	  
distinctions.	  



1.	  What	  Philosophy	  Gives	  
Modern	  philosophy	  (Frege,	  Russell	  etc.)	  gives	  clear	  
conceptions	  of	  object,	  property,	  relation	  and	  truth.	  	  
The	  idea	  of	  an	  object	  is	  just:	  what	  you	  need	  to	  mention,	  i.e.	  
refer	  to,	  in	  order	  to	  say	  what	  is	  true.	  	  
(And	  a	  property	  is,	  roughly,	  a	  set	  of	  objects,	  viz.	  the	  set	  of	  
instances	  of	  the	  property.)	  	  

This	  framework	  is	  clear:	  but	  utterly	  useless	  for	  deciding	  what	  
exists,	  in	  our-‐-‐-‐this	  meeting’s!-‐-‐-‐sense.	  	  
For	  it	  tells	  us	  nothing	  about	  what	  is	  in	  fact	  the	  true	  theory.	  	  
No	  surprise	  there,	  for	  an	  empiricist!	  	  
Only	  enquiry,	  experimental	  and	  theoretical,	  can	  determine	  the	  
true	  theory-‐-‐-‐i.e.	  what	  is	  real	  as	  against	  illusory.	  



2.	  Philosophy’s	  Other	  Gift:	  Distinctions 

Philosophy	  makes	  several	  precise	  distinctions	  among	  what	  
is	  real	  (not	  illusory):-‐-‐-‐	  	  
(Fund):	  fundamental	  (=	  part	  of	  minimal	  set	  of	  facts	  that	  
logically	  determine	  all	  facts)	  vs.	  reducible	  (=	  factual	  but	  not	  
fundamental:	  aka	  emergent).	  

(Intr):	  intrinsic	  property	  (	  =	  implies	  nothing	  about	  the	  
world	  beyond	  its	  instance)	  vs.	  	  
extrinsic	  (	  =	  not	  intrinsic:	  aka	  relational).	  

(Obj):	  objective	  (	  =	  independent	  of	  mind,	  i.e.	  of	  both	  
sensation	  and	  cognition)	  vs.	  	  
subjective	  (	  =	  not	  objective	  =	  	  mind-‐dependent).	  



A	  priori,	  these	  distinctions	  could	  cut	  across	  each	  other.	  	  
Examples:-‐-‐-‐	  

(i) `Mentalism’	  in	  philosophy	  of	  mind	  	  could	  take	  mental	  
facts	  or	  objects	  to	  be	  subjective,	  but	  intrinsic	  and	  
fundamental	  (and	  so	  not	  reducible	  to	  the	  physical).	  	  

(ii)	  `Relationism’	  in	  foundations	  of	  physics	  could	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  take	  physical	  facts	  to	  be	  fundamental	  and	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  objective,	  but	  extrinsic	  i.e.	  relational.



3.	  An	  obvious	  clarification	  of	  our	  cases	  …	  

For	  our	  gravitational	  and	  cosmological	  cases	  (black	  hole	  
interiors,	  domains	  in	  a	  multiverse):-‐-‐-‐	  	  
Our	  problem	  is	  how	  to	  confirm	  whether	  the	  region	  exists/
is	  real.	  
Our	  problem	  is	  NOT	  about	  how	  the	  regions	  or	  their	  
contents	  would	  be	  classified	  by	  distinctions	  like	  (Fund)	  to	  
(Obj).	  
	  	  
But	  for	  most	  other	  cases,	  such	  as	  the	  quantum	  state,	  
information,	  the	  self,	  and	  consciousness:-‐-‐	  
the	  issue	  is	  precisely	  how	  these	  cases	  get	  classified	  by	  the	  
distinctions	  (Fund)	  to	  (Obj).



4.	  Classifying	  the	  other	  cases	  …
My	  own	  views	  are:	  
• The	  quantum	  state	  is:	  fundamental,	  intrinsic	  and	  
objective	  (even	  without	  my	  being	  an	  Everettian!).	  

	  	  
• Information	  is:	  reducible,	  extrinsic	  and	  objective	  (since	  
probabilities	  can	  be	  objective).	  

• The	  self	  is:	  reducible,	  extrinsic	  and	  (obviously!)	  
subjective.	  	  

• Consciousness	  is	  ditto:	  reducible,	  extrinsic	  and	  
(obviously!)	  subjective.



Thank	  you!



THANK	  YOU!!!


